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thrower without first serving a seven years' apprenticeship *.
But later (1668) Parliament intervened to annul ordinances
of the Company limiting the number of apprentices and
spindles — silk throwers having been forbidden to use above
160 spindles at a time 2. Both Companies used their power
to oppress alien workers, " laying extraordinary impositions
and taxes on them ", and bringing suits against them for
alleged infringements of their privileges 3.
The modern factory system had its beginnings in the Beginning*
silk industry, and Thomas Lombe 4 was to silk what Richard
Arkwright half a century later was to cotton.
achievement, as related in an application to Parliament for syst*r*'
an extension of the patent granted to him in 1718, was that
he had " at his own expense and with the utmost difficulty
and hazard discovered and introduced into this kingdom
the art of making fine Italian organzine 5 or thrown silk, out
of fine raw silk, by large engines of a most curious and intricate
structure ". Organzine silk was used to make the warp of
fine silks, the silk thrown by English silk throwers being only
fit for weft; and several species of silk goods, lustrings,
alamodes and others, were wholly made with organzine silk.
The application was approved, although it was opposed by
the London Company of Silk Throwers and by the municipal
authorities of Derby, who asserted that the erection of the
silk mill in their midst on the River Derwent had increased
the burden of the poor rates 6. By 1765 the number of
English mills manufacturing organzine silk on Lombe's
method was seven, apart from other mills for throwing.
These mills employed hundreds of workers, chiefly women
1	1662 : Statutes, v. 407-408.
2	240 in the case of an official : ibid. v. 640.
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i. 89.
4 The invention was brought to England by his brother, John Lombe :
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